
 

OPEN HOUSE ON “MARINE FISHERIES” ORGANISED BY MUMBAI BASE OF 
FISHERY SURVEY OF INDIA 

 

 The Mumbai Base of Fishery Survey of India had organized a Open-house onboard 

the departmental survey vessels Matsya Nireekshani and Matsya Vrushti berthed at 13 

Indira Dock of Mumbai Port Trust, Mumbai on 05.07.2017. The open-house was organised 

for the benefit of students from Maharshi Dayanand College of Arts, Science and Commerce, 

Parel, Mumbai and Wilson College, Girgaon, Mumbai in order to disseminate the information 

on diversified fishing methods, bottom trawling operation, tuna longlining and eco-friendly 

fishing practices.                   

 The Open-house was inaugurated by Dr. L. Ramalingam, Zonal Director, Mumbai 

Base of FSI and briefed about the importance of the Open-house, achievements of FSI in 

locating various fish stocks, deep sea and eco-friendly fishing methods and the need for 

conservation of fishery resources/ stocks in the Indian EEZ. 

 The college students are divided into two groups. One group was taken to the vessel 

Matsya Nireekshani to make them aware of the overall bottom trawling fishing practices 

whereas, the second group was taken onboard Matsya Vrushti to get the information on 

longline operation, various aspects of navigation and CTD meter operation etc. The Base 

scientists provided the information on the scientific work being carried out onboard the 

vessels. The Skipper and Bosuns briefed the students about the various navigational and fish 

finding equipments installed onboard the vessel with purpose, functioning and importance of 

each electronic gadget. Information on life saving as well as fire fighting appliances was also 

given to the college students.  

 After completion of one round, both the groups were inter-changed so that all the 

participants could gather knowledge of both fishing methods, viz, Monofilament tuna long 

line and bottom trawling.        

 Total 52 science students and 07 faculty members from both the colleges 

participated in the Open-house and they expressed happiness to get a chance to visit 

onboard the survey vessels.  

 

 









 


